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Teacher:  Crowder and Sadler Date(s): October 13-17

Grade Level or Course:  6-8 Content or Unit:  Participatory art:  Dry Painting 
around the world

STAGE 1: Desired Results ~ What will students be learning?STAGE 1: Desired Results ~ What will students be learning?STAGE 1: Desired Results ~ What will students be learning?STAGE 1: Desired Results ~ What will students be learning?

SOL/Learning Objective

6:
6.2 The student will exercise increasing skill and control in the use of 

media and techniques.
6.3 The student will communicate personal ideas, experiences, and 

narratives through the creation of works of art, using a variety of 
media.

6.11 The student will describe ways artists contribute to society through 
their work

7: 
7.11 The student will analyze how art and culture influence each other.
7.2 The student will refine media techniques to demonstrate craftsmanship.
7.3 The student will use ideas, concepts, and prior knowledge to solve art-

making problems and create works of art.
8:
8.4 The student will synthesize prior knowledge and experience to create 

works of art.
8.5 The student will convey points of view about contemporary issues in 

personal works of art.
8.12 The student will describe how works of art are influenced by social, 

political, and economic factors.
AI:
AI.2 The student will identify and use steps of the design process, including 

brainstorming, preliminary sketching, planning, reflecting, refining, 
elaborating, and researching, in creative problem solving.

AI.3 The student will communicate ideas in works of art by identifying and 
using steps of an artistic process, including selecting media and 
incorporating elements of art and principles of design.

AI.11 The student will analyze major art movements and influential artists 
according to events, places, cultures, and historical periods.
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Essential Questions & 
Understandings/Big Ideas

Understanding our Art Community: Local and Global Connections 
What is dry painting? Who created dry painting? How is it
done? Why is it done?
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Key Vocabulary

Community
Dry painting
Process
Intention
Dry Painting (Tapetes, Alfombras, Flower Carpet. Mandala,
Pukalam, Langoli)
Temporary art, Impermanent, community
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STAGE 2: Assessment Evidence ~ What is evidence of mastery?STAGE 2: Assessment Evidence ~ What is evidence of mastery?STAGE 2: Assessment Evidence ~ What is evidence of mastery?STAGE 2: Assessment Evidence ~ What is evidence of mastery?

Assessment Part 1 Ask students if they have ever seen or heard of a Mandala,
Tapete, or Flower carpet.
Ask students if they have ever seen or heard of a Mandala,
Tapete, or Flower carpet.
Ask students if they have ever seen or heard of a Mandala,
Tapete, or Flower carpet.

Possible misconceptions or 
learning gaps

Multiple ideas may confuse students, make sure to
reiterate how the ideas are similar and help students
draw connections between images.

Multiple ideas may confuse students, make sure to
reiterate how the ideas are similar and help students
draw connections between images.

Multiple ideas may confuse students, make sure to
reiterate how the ideas are similar and help students
draw connections between images.

STAGE 3: Learning Plan ~ What are the strategies and activities you plan to use?STAGE 3: Learning Plan ~ What are the strategies and activities you plan to use?STAGE 3: Learning Plan ~ What are the strategies and activities you plan to use?STAGE 3: Learning Plan ~ What are the strategies and activities you plan to use?

Snapshot / Warm-up 
Activity

Day one:  List three characterstics from the word bank that describe you 
as an individual and three characteristics that describe our school 
community.  
Day two:  How can we effectively collaborate:  List three ways. 
Day three:  Recall your design in the sidewalk chalk project.  Draw a part 
of your design.
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Instructional Strategies

Use of technology:  Show PowerPoint of Flower Carpets from around the world.
Whole group instruction:  Ask students to reflect on the images they see and 
make
connections. Discuss community efforts and guess how many
people were needed to create these works of art.
Cooperative learning: 
Reinforcing Effort and providing feedback:
Hands On Activities:
Formative assessment:  
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Teaching and Learning 
Activities

Day I:  Discussion:  How are we connected in our school?  How are we 
connected in our neighborhoods?  What about in our town but different 
neighborhoods?  What about across states?  What about across global 
communities?  Instructor can guide students through mapping activity that 
connects places and people with a simple line of connection.  This could be done 
using a map of the school community or a larger area map of the united states, 
Americas or Globe.   
Instructor will introduce the flower carpet art form through powerpoint 
presentation.  Instructional motivation may include video clips of the Alhambras 
being created in Guatemala, the longest flower carpet on record being 
accomplished in April 2014, or other cultural community participatory art 
project. Instructor will lead students into design considerations, speficially as 
they pertain to symmetry and asymmetry.    Students will sketch possible designs 
they can use to create their sidewalk chalk carpet, including words, design 
motifs.

Decide on what material will be used to create your class’ dry
painting carpet (predetermined by instructor). Take class outside and show them 
how to layout their design and fill it in. Mediums can include:
Chalk, flowers, colored sand, colored sawdust, anything that is
temporary. Have students create a “carpet” of color along the
sidewalk. Have one student include the symbol:  and words from the word bank:  

10 minutes outside:  go to a part of your school gounds, with sidewalk chalk to 
tdemonstrate for students how to build up sidewalk chalk.  Beginning with layers 
and then slowly building up.  

Students can practice this until they go in for class dismissal.  

Day II:  
Students will go on-site outside to create a “carpet” with their dry painting 
technique.  Students will have brought in permission slip to attend to this project 
off school grounds. 
As students work, photgraphs will document students work in progress and their 
completed project. Clean up will include all chalk going back into the art totes 
and requiring students to check and double check that no litter is left behind. 
Instructor will monitor goup and ask questions as the process is taking place. 
With the use of a voice recorder or video camera, Instructor and/or volunteers 
will ‘interview’ students as they are working.  Questions will be guided towards 
students reflection on the process they are participating, the puropose of the 
process, what it means to them to be outside creating and connecting. 

Day III:  Instructor will have previously loaded photos and video clips onto 
computer to share with students.  Other teachers may have shared photos with 
instructors that can be shared to reinforce the cross communities connections. 
Instructor can guide students through the different places that this project reached 
using Google Earth.   Students will reflect on the purposes of the project and 
their participation in it. They will write a formal reflection on the computer to be 
saved.  
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Differentiation

Higher Level 
Thinking

What does it
mean to connect
to people in
other schools
and countries
doing the same
thing at the same
time?

How can I
illustrate that
connection in my
part of this
image?

Technology Use

PowerPoint on
Dry Painting
Around the
World

Use of video/audio 
recording of student 
reflections

Google Earth:  
Pinpoint on map 
where other chalk 
designs come from. 

Connections to other subject 
areas and/or authentic 
applications

Historical connection to
other countries and
cultures.

Mathematics:  Geometry:  
symmetry and asymmetry. Distance 
in mapping.

Language Arts:  Exploration of 
character words and meanings 
of who ‘we are’ as a group 
community. 

Checking for Understanding Instructor will walk around and look at work, making sure students are
properly using materials in each section of the carpet. 
Instructor will walk around and look at work, making sure students are
properly using materials in each section of the carpet. 
Instructor will walk around and look at work, making sure students are
properly using materials in each section of the carpet. 

STAGE 4: Closure ~ What did the students master & what are they missing?STAGE 4: Closure ~ What did the students master & what are they missing?STAGE 4: Closure ~ What did the students master & what are they missing?STAGE 4: Closure ~ What did the students master & what are they missing?
Lesson Closure & Student 
Summarizing of their 
Learning

Students will discuss how they felt about this “dry painting”
event. Ask them to talk about what they liked and didn’t like.
Ask them to remember one other culture who has done this
and why that culture did it.

Students will discuss how they felt about this “dry painting”
event. Ask them to talk about what they liked and didn’t like.
Ask them to remember one other culture who has done this
and why that culture did it.

Students will discuss how they felt about this “dry painting”
event. Ask them to talk about what they liked and didn’t like.
Ask them to remember one other culture who has done this
and why that culture did it.

Assessment Part 2 Students identify a culture who used dry brushing, what it was
called, and the motivation for it.
Students identify a culture who used dry brushing, what it was
called, and the motivation for it.
Students identify a culture who used dry brushing, what it was
called, and the motivation for it.

Teacher Reflection / Effectiveness of Learning
Teacher Reflection / Effectiveness of Learning

We need to remember to bring band aids outside since it will be hard to go back in to
take care of that kind of things after we are outside. 

Students can carry water bottles in their art tote:  Art tote will be a bag that contains sidewalk chalk, list of words 
for the connection pieces.  Assign one tote to every 2-4 students.

Remember to reiterate the connections that students are making to the larger community.

Email photos of the event to:
jcrowder@richmond.k12.va.us
and
khein@richmond.k12.va.us
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